Owensboro junior Courtney Hamilton and Louisville junior Emily Woodruff are residents in the newly constructed Kentucky Street Apartments owned by WKU. The apartments feature a kitchen, bedrooms, a washer and dryer, a bathroom and a living room.

** Movin’ on Up **

**Students adjust to campus apartment life**

**BY AARON MUDD**

Ellinor Haag and Michaela Bordeianu, both juniors from Sweden, have come a long way from their dorm in Bemis Lawrence Hall. The two friends are currently living together in the WKU apartments on 1355 Kentucky St. and they’re enjoying the independence.

“What I like most is the kitchen,” Bordeianu said. “Me and Ellinor can cook at the same time and not be bothered by each other. It’s a huge difference.”

The new $19.5 million apartment building opened in August.

Minnette Ellis, coordinator for Apartments and Living Learning Communities, said the waiting list for the apartments reopened for students on Oct. 1. Students are required to have more than 60 hours in order to live in the apartments. This will be Haag and Bordeianu’s third year rooming together. Their first year was in Bemis and their second year was in Northeast Hall. Haag said the room they shared at Bemis was above a trash container and that a garbage truck would wake them up every Monday, Wednesday and Friday morning at 5 a.m.

“My first year wasn’t really the greatest experience, but in Northeast it was really good,” Haag said.

Haag enjoyed having her own bathroom in Northeast Hall. She is on the golf team and also enjoyed that there were more athletes to hang out with in that dorm.

However, the room was still small, Bordeianu said. She described their shared apartment as more comfortable.

“The floor plan of it is amazing because there’s two big bedrooms and we both have a bathroom, so it’s not even like we have to share our bathroom,” Bordeianu said.

Haag likes the extra kitchen room in her apartment unit for cooking her favorite foods, like tacos, spaghetti, salads and Swedish dishes.

“The extra space is also nice, she said.

“Even though I love living with Michaela, when you’re 21 years old, you kinda want your own room,” Bordeianu said.

**WKU updates Title IX policy**

**BY LEAH BROWN**

WKU has recently rolled out a new policy that covers all sexual misconduct and assault in accordance with the Title IX policy.

WKU has mandatory sexual misconduct and assault reporting across campus, as required by the university’s Title IX policies. Faculty and staff have the responsibility to report any evidence of sexual misconduct. Students may report to faculty, but may also file an anonymous report online as well. The report must include the alleged victim, the alleged offender and a summary of the instance.

“I think you will see more reporting of incidents will be more open,” Huda Melky, the Equal Opportunity director and Title IX coordinator, said.

Melky is responsible for overseeing investigations relating to complaints of sexual misconduct. Melky said Title IX encompasses a wide variety of issues and has evolved over time.

“Title IX changed from being an athletics equity between male and female sports to now including sexual harassment and sexual assault,” she said.

Inquiries of filed reports are conducted by Michael Crowe, director of Judicial Affairs, and Joshua Hayes, assistant director of Equal Employment Opportunity. Both are Title IX deputies and investigators.

The two complete investigations through a series of steps. They interview the individual who filed a complaint, interview the person(s) accused of engaging in sexual misconduct and issue a final report that summarizes the investigation.

Melky said the key of reporting incidents is to help the victim deal with the problem rather than feel like they caused the problem.

Chief Diversity Officer Richard Miller said one issue that people need to understand is what constitutes sexual misconduct.

According to the Title IX page on the Department of Judicial Affairs’ website, sexual misconduct or assault includes intentional and unwelcomed touching, including sexual harassment and sexual assault.

Investigations of filed reports are conducted by Michael Crowe, director of Judicial Affairs, and Joshua Hayes, assistant director of Equal Employment Opportunity. Both are Title IX deputies and investigators.
The WKU apartments on Kentucky Street are considered to be on campus. However, in order to avoid confusion regarding policies, the administration decided to include the WKU apartments on the Ken- tucky Street as part of the WKU campus.

In order to get access to any of the apartments, guests must visit in order to the residence hall. Ellis said that each apartment is equipped with a card reader that is capable of giving guests access to the buildings.

Guests must be able to stay in contact with the residence halls. Ellis said that each apartment is equipped with a card reader that is capable of giving guests access to the buildings.

Guests must be able to stay in contact with the residence halls. Ellis said that each apartment is equipped with a card reader that is capable of giving guests access to the buildings.

Guests must be able to stay in contact with the residence halls. Ellis said that each apartment is equipped with a card reader that is capable of giving guests access to the buildings.

Guests must be able to stay in contact with the residence halls. Ellis said that each apartment is equipped with a card reader that is capable of giving guests access to the buildings.
Students inducted into honors organization

BY AARON MUDD
NEWS@WKUHERALD.COM

Bowling Green freshman Sergio Octog- na was one of 75 students who pledged to lead and serve the local community in front of an audience of about 120 people Tuesday night.

The students took the pledge in the Mass Media and Technology Hall auditorium after being inducted into the WKU chapter of the National Society of Collegiate Scholars, an honors organization that recognizes first- and second-year college students with GPAs of 3.4 and above.

Octogna said he liked the organization’s outreach to Bowling Green.

“I like doing stuff with the community and helping out,” Octogna said. “I love getting engaged with the community.”

---

WKUPD changes uniforms after four decades

The WKU Police Department recently made changes to its uniforms and sported the alterations at the second home football game Saturday at 4.

The new uniforms have light gray leg tops with metal buttons going down the outside of both pant legs and a light gray stripe running down the outside of both pant legs. Capt. Dominic Ossello said the department sported the same French-blue uniforms since its formation on WKU’s campus in 1974, and the changes were made because the police department wanted to align itself with the university.

Ossello said incorporating well-known university landmarks onto the uniforms is one of the ways WKUPD strives to show their school spirit.

Changes to the match and badge are two examples of this. The new red circular patch on the shoulder of the uniform features the Guthrie Bell circular patch on the shoulder of the uniform features the Guthrie Bell, WKU landmarks and a light gray stripe running down the outside of both pant legs.

Changes to the patch and badge are two examples of this. The new red circular patch on the shoulder of the uniform features the Guthrie Bell, WKU landmarks and a light gray stripe running down the outside of both pant legs.

Ossello said integrating well-known university landmarks onto the uniforms is one of the ways WKUPD strives to show their school spirit.

---

CRIME REPORTS

- Henderson freshman Kaci M. Priest reported her key chain wallet stolen in front of the Snell Hall women’s restroom on Oct. 6.
- Henderson freshman Tiarra Brown, Northeast Hall, was cited for possession of marijuana in her dorm room on Oct. 7.
- Henderson freshman Kaci M. Priest reported her key chain wallet stolen from the Snell Hall women’s restroom on Oct. 6.
- Henderson freshman Tiarra Brown, Northeast Hall, was cited for possession of marijuana in her dorm room on Oct. 7.

WKU Police Officer Jerry Corbitt wears the newly redesigned uniform that WKU police will be wearing. This has been the first change to the uniform since 1974. The WKU Police Department recently made changes to its uniforms and sported the alterations at the second home football game Saturday at 4.

The new uniforms have light gray leg tops with metal buttons going down the outside of both pant legs and a light gray stripe running down the outside of both pant legs. Capt. Dominic Ossello said the department sported the same French-blue uniforms since its formation on WKU’s campus in 1974, and the changes were made because the police department wanted to align itself with the university.

Ossello said incorporating well-known university landmarks onto the uniforms is one of the ways WKUPD strives to show their school spirit.

Changes to the match and badge are two examples of this. The new red circular patch on the shoulder of the uniform features the Guthrie Bell, WKU landmarks and a light gray stripe running down the outside of both pant legs.

Changes to the patch and badge are two examples of this. The new red circular patch on the shoulder of the uniform features the Guthrie Bell, WKU landmarks and a light gray stripe running down the outside of both pant legs.

Ossello said integrating well-known university landmarks onto the uniforms is one of the ways WKUPD strives to show their school spirit.

---

WE WOULD LIKE TO WELCOME

Dr. Allen Redden M.D. and Yolanda Reid APRN from WKU Health Services to the our staff!

Dr. Redden and Ms. Reid are now seeing patients at Fairview Community Health Center

We are looking forward to seeing you and taking care of all of your medical needs!

Services We Offer:
- Adult Wellcare & Prevention
- Adult Immunizations
- Physicals
- Diabetes management
- High Blood Pressure & Cholesterol Management
- Women's Health Care
- Seasonal Allergies

To schedule your next appointment, call 270-784-3573 ext. 1005.

All former patients will need to request their medical records by contacting WKU Health Services at 270-745-1337.

www.fairviewcommunityhealth.org

---

Students inducted into honors organization

BY AARON MUDD
NEWS@WKUHERALD.COM

Bowling Green freshman Sergio Octogna was one of 75 students who pledged to lead and serve the local community in front of an audience of about 120 people Tuesday night.

The students took the pledge in the Mass Media and Technology Hall auditorium after being inducted into the WKU chapter of the National Society of Collegiate Scholars, an honors organization that recognizes first- and second-year college students with GPAs of 3.4 and above.

Octogna said he liked the organization’s outreach to Bowling Green.

“I like doing stuff with the community and helping out,” Octogna said. “I love getting engaged with the community.”

---

WKUPD changes uniforms after four decades

The WKU Police Department recently made changes to its uniforms and sported the alterations at the second home football game Saturday at 4.

The new uniforms have light gray leg tops with metal buttons going down the outside of both pant legs and a light gray stripe running down the outside of both pant legs. Capt. Dominic Ossello said the department sported the same French-blue uniforms since its formation on WKU’s campus in 1974, and the changes were made because the police department wanted to align itself with the university.

Ossello said incorporating well-known university landmarks onto the uniforms is one of the ways WKUPD strives to show their school spirit.

Changes to the match and badge are two examples of this. The new red circular patch on the shoulder of the uniform features the Guthrie Bell, WKU landmarks and a light gray stripe running down the outside of both pant legs.

Changes to the patch and badge are two examples of this. The new red circular patch on the shoulder of the uniform features the Guthrie Bell, WKU landmarks and a light gray stripe running down the outside of both pant legs.

Ossello said integrating well-known university landmarks onto the uniforms is one of the ways WKUPD strives to show their school spirit.

---

CRIME REPORTS

- Henderson freshman Kaci M. Priest reported her key chain wallet stolen in front of the Snell Hall women’s restroom on Oct. 6.
- Atlanta freshman Tiarra Brown, Northeast Hall, was cited for possession of marijuana in her dorm room on Oct. 7.
Parking is still atrocious on the Hill. As students drive about looking for a spot, they may pose a question of how they’ll stand out amidst the growing pits of hell.
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City of Bowling Green
GOLF SHOP ATTENDANT
Public Recreation & Development Department - Golf Division

GOLF SHOP ATTENDANT (IRA/AAT-I): Performs the duties of price, sell merchandise, answer telephone calls, open and close pro shop and equipment. Must be 18+. Involves travel. Work schedule is based on weekends and occasional weekdays.

Interested applicants should apply on the City of Bowling Green’s Job Opportunities Webpage and a Certified Drug Free Workplace Program.

Salary: $8.37/hour; STARTING SALARY: $18.70/game.

Work Hours: 31-40 hours/week primarily evenings and occasional weekends.

Interested applicants should apply on the City of Bowling Green’s Job Opportunities Webpage and a Certified Drug Free Workplace Program.

The City of Bowling Green is an Equal Opportunity Employer.

PREVIOUS CROSSWORD SOLUTION

ACROSS
1 “Wheel of Fortune” host
4 Frost or Letterman
9 Holbrook or Linden
12 John’s Yoko
13 “...Lucy””
14 Before, in poetry
15 “...and the Pendulum”; movie
16 Fraser’s brother
17 Curry or Cuauh
18 Actor
19 Winimelt and Mulgrew
22 “...Talent”
26 Throw in the ...
27 Canadian prov, in which Alex Trebek was born
28 “Much...About Nothing”
29 Network for which Cicely Tyson is a new host
30 Hope or Jessica
32 Hope or Jessica
35 Tom Selleck’s role for S. Epatha Merkerson
37 Canadian prov. in which Alex Trebek was born
43 Kimono fabric, perhaps
47 “The Flying...”; movie
49 “Without a...”
50 “You...Your Life”
51 Trauma centers, for short
52 Take the wheel
53 Calendar periods, abbr.

DOWN
1 Soda...; soft drinks
2 Lt. __ Van Buren;
3 Penal...; movie
4 Money, in Spanish
5 Actor MacGraw
6 “...Got a Secret”
7 “...Got a Secret”
8 “...and the Pendulum”; movie
9 “...and the Pendulum”; movie
10 Actor Will
11 Camera’s eye
12 Actor
13 __ Lucy””
14 “Wheel of Fortune” host
15 “...Got a Secret”
16 Frasier’s brother
17 Curry or Cuauh
18 Actor
19 Winimelt and Mulgrew
20 Winslet and __ McQueen
21 Long...; in the distant past
22 “...Talent”
23 “...the Line”;
24 “...the Line”;
25 “...the Line”;
26 “...the Line”;
27 Canadian prov. in which Alex Trebek was born
28 “Much...About Nothing”
29 Network for which Cicely Tyson is a new host
30 Hope or Jessica
31 Tom Selleck’s role for S. Epatha Merkerson
32 Hope or Jessica
33 “...Got a Secret”
34 Kimono fabric, perhaps
35 Tom Selleck’s role for S. Epatha Merkerson
36 “...Got a Secret”
37 Canadian prov. in which Alex Trebek was born
38 “...Got a Secret”
39 “...Got a Secret”
40 “...Got a Secret”
41 Tennis court
dividers
42 “...Talent”
43 Kimono fabric, perhaps
44 Carney or Linkletter
dividers
45 Edison’s monogram

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
The next two days form an intense work phase. A feisty argument could arise, if you let it. Focus on the job at hand. Give criticism privately, praise publicly. Join forces with someone who shares your spiritual view.

ARIES (Mar. 21-April 19)
Get cooking today and tomorrow. It’s a good time to ask for money. Send invoices, pitches and claims. Checkers for changes or errors. A disagreement about priorities slows the action. Let faith guide you. Confer with allies.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
You’re gaining a distinct advantage, with the Moon in your sign today and tomorrow. Finish up old projects. Following through makes a good impression. Go ahead and be more assertive. Find out what you need.

CANCER (June 21-July 22)
You work exceptionally well with others over the next two days. Listen to intuition, body language and emotions. Let your actions do your talking. Let your inner power speak this week. Muses sing to you.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
Advance your career today and tomorrow. Ask for way more than you expect, without attachment. There’s a test involved. Lay a question to rest. Compliment a dream you share. Bless it with water.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
Make time for an outing over the next few days. Travel, studies and investigation reveal mysterious adventures. Take video footage and record your notes. Work and put money away. Prepare (and appreciate) excellent service.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
Put away provisions for the future. Imagine that your writing is complete. Don’t miss a meeting. Maintain family finances in order over the next couple of days. You can transform a situation that’s been troubling.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
Partnering is essential for the next two days. Vivid feelings and expression of love occupy you. Your next two days are so that the players are afforded a positive game experience; let the players be the heroes. Let faith guide you. Confer with allies.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
Deep focus comes easily... take advantage of it. Find what drives you. Devour your fascinating studies. Ignore distractions.

HILLTOP HOSROPES
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SUDOKU

ACROSS
1 “Wheel of Fortune” host
4 Frost or Letterman
9 Holbrook or Linden
12 John’s Yoko
13 “...Lucy””
14 Before, in poetry
15 “...and the Pendulum”; movie
16 Fraser’s brother
17 Curry or Cuauh
18 Actor
19 Winimelt and Mulgrew
22 “...Talent”
26 Throw in the ...
27 Canadian prov, in which Alex Trebek was born
28 “Much...About Nothing”
29 Network for which Cicely Tyson is a new host
30 Hope or Jessica
32 Hope or Jessica
35 Tom Selleck’s role for S. Epatha Merkerson
37 Canadian prov. in which Alex Trebek was born
43 Kimono fabric, perhaps
47 “The Flying...”; movie
49 “Without a...”
50 “You...Your Life”
51 Trauma centers, for short
52 Take the wheel
53 Calendar periods, abbr.

DOWN
1 Soda...; soft drinks
2 Lt. __ Van Buren;
3 Penal...; movie
4 Money, in Spanish
5 Actor MacGraw
6 “...Got a Secret”
7 “...Got a Secret”
8 “...and the Pendulum”; movie
9 “...and the Pendulum”; movie
10 Actor Will
11 Camera’s eye
12 Actor
13 __ Lucy””
14 “Wheel of Fortune” host
15 “...Got a Secret”
16 Frasier’s brother
17 Curry or Cuauh
18 Actor
19 Winimelt and Mulgrew
20 Winslet and __ McQueen
21 Long...; in the distant past
22 “...Talent”
23 “...the Line”;
24 “...the Line”;
25 “...the Line”;
26 “...the Line”;
27 Canadian prov. in which Alex Trebek was born
28 “Much...About Nothing”
29 Network for which Cicely Tyson is a new host
30 Hope or Jessica
31 Tom Selleck’s role for S. Epatha Merkerson
32 Hope or Jessica
33 “...Got a Secret”
34 Kimono fabric, perhaps
35 Tom Selleck’s role for S. Epatha Merkerson
36 “...Got a Secret”
37 Canadian prov. in which Alex Trebek was born
38 “...Got a Secret”
39 “...Got a Secret”
40 “...Got a Secret”
41 Tennis court
dividers
42 “...Talent”
43 Kimono fabric, perhaps
44 Carney or Linkletter
dividers
45 Edison’s monogram

CANCER (June 21-July 22)
You work exceptionally well with others over the next two days. Listen to intuition, body language and emotions. Let your actions do your talking. Let your inner power speak this week. Muses sing to you.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
Advance your career today and tomorrow. Ask for way more than you expect, without attachment. There’s a test involved. Lay a question to rest. Compliment a dream you share. Bless it with water.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
Make time for an outing over the next few days. Travel, studies and investigation reveal mysterious adventures. Take video footage and record your notes. Work and put money away. Prepare (and appreciate) excellent service.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
Put away provisions for the future. Imagine that your writing is complete. Don’t miss a meeting. Maintain family finances in order over the next couple of days. You can transform a situation that’s been troubling.
Junior Russ Bryant cools down after swimming a practice set at Bill Powell Natatorium on Wednesday.

The WKU Swim Team will have its first meet on Saturday at Bill Powell Natatorium and will be competing against Delta State.

The WKU senior swim team sits on the bleachers at Bill Powell Natatorium at Preston on Wednesday.

WKU junior freestyler Aymeric Le Corno swims during practice at Bill Powell Natatorium on Wednesday.

IN THE WATER

PHOTOS BY TYLER ESSARY
Bowling Green jams to Bluegrass
BY STEPHANIE JESSIE
LIFE@WKUHERALD.COM

Jimmy Nalley started the Bluegrass jam that takes place in Bowling Green every Thursday night when his now 18-year-old daughter, Mary Rachel, began playing fiddle at age 11. Bowling Green Bluegrass jams, which started off as a few friends with some pizza at the local KDA campground, has since grown into a 150-person weekly crowd, forcing the group to move to its current location at the Frontier Order of Police Lodge No. 1,538 Corvette Drive.

“We’re the only Bluegrass union I know of in Bowling Green,” Nalley, the main operator of Bluegrass Jams, said. A typical night shows musicians gathered in a circle, playing whatever comes to mind. Singers step up and the instruments accompany. Fiddles, banjos, basses and guitars are strummed by professionals and hob- byists in the jawbreaker.

“We just have fun,” Robert Gilbert said. Gilbert began going to the jams near the start eight years ago and still plays his guitar with the group regularly.

“It’s fast-paced. People dance. They get out there and dance across the (floor),” he said.

Those who want to add to the night’s festivities without an instrument in hand bring in dishes of homemade desserts for everyone to enjoy, giving what Nalley describes as a “Thanksgiving feel” to those in attendance.

“They make ya feel good,” Gilbert said. “They make ya feel welcome.”

Word about Bluegrass jam nights has traveled throughout the eight years of Nalley’s union and the group now finds visitors often pop in to see what the fuss is all about.

“You don’t ever know whose gonna be there,” Nalley said.

Gilbert said it was Perkins’ latest addition. “It was a joint effort by our chair Dan Murph and a number of board members to tell people about this grand idea (for the exhibit) and re- ally get them to be behind it,” Brent Ryokman, interim director of the museum, said.

Rosenbaum said it was Perkins who reached out to inquire if he had a suit Nalley describes as a “Thanks- giving treat” to those in attendance.

“Smallville.” Rosenbaum is donating one of Luthor’s suits to the museum, said. The jam begins at 5:30 p.m. every Thursday and is known to last well into the night.

Michael Rosenbaum, a WKU alumnus, played Luthor, arch nemesis of Superman, on the TV series “Smallville.” Rosenbaum is donating one of Luthor’s suits to the museum.

“We don’t have the liquor and we don’t have the smoking. It’s a family-friendly place. The people that participate, they keep coming back and they keep coming for a reason and that reason is it’s a good, safe place to come,” Nalley said.

“Today’s the white suit that Lex Luthor wears… when he becomes president in the future and we see glimpses of that throughout the ‘Smallville’ se- ries,” he said.

The exhibit, which opened in the fall of 2012, showcases many arti- facts from American history and pop culture, ranging from heels worn by actress Liza Minnelli to Neil deGrasse Tyson’s first telescope. Regional items, such as Louisville Slugger bats, are also on display.

“The thrust of this exhibit is having ordinary things that people used to do extraordinary things,” John Per- kins, director of development and special projects, said.

All items in the collection were received as donations, including Rosenbaum’s latest addition.

“It was a joint effort by our chair Dan Murph and a number of board members to tell people about this grand idea (for the exhibit) and re- ally get them to be behind it,” Brent Ryokman, interim director of the museum, said.

Rosenbaum said it was Perkins who reached out to inquire if he

LIFE@WKUHERALD.COM
BY KAE HOLLOWAY

Actor donates memorabilia to Kentucky Museum

The Kentucky Museum will now have villainous ties to the comic- book world as Lex Luthor’s suit is prepared to go on display.

Michael Rosenbaum, a WKU alumnus, played Luthor, arch nem- essis of Superman, on the TV series “Smallville.” Rosenbaum is donat- ing one of Luthor’s suits to the mu- seum’s Instruments of American Ex- cellence exhibit.
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The exhibit, which opened in the fall of 2012, showcases many arti- facts from American history and pop culture, ranging from heels worn by actress Liza Minnelli to Neil deGrasse Tyson’s first telescope. Regional items, such as Louisville Slugger bats, are also on display.

“The thrust of this exhibit is having ordinary things that people used to do extraordinary things,” John Per- kins, director of development and special projects, said.

All items in the collection were received as donations, including Rosenbaum’s latest addition.

“It was a joint effort by our chair Dan Murph and a number of board members to tell people about this grand idea (for the exhibit) and re- ally get them to be behind it,” Brent Ryokman, interim director of the museum, said.

Rosenbaum said it was Perkins who reached out to inquire if he...
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The tacos are simplistic in their preparation. Two warm, slightly charred, corn tortillas encase a small mound of savory seasoned ground beef. Each taco is topped with chopped onions, cilantro, and a side of chips and salsa. The filling is typical of the restaurant's style, but the flavor is thankfully not reminiscent of the fact that these are imitations. While they are delicious and cheap, Taqueria Sinai makes one satisfyingly different.
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Darryl Drake believes Feix saved his life.

Drake was sent home to Louisville where he was told his cancer was about to spread to his lungs. Drake said: “That’s when the lights on. I was so shocked that I didn’t want me to become a man and allow me to become a man. They were lessons that allowed me to love him and he helped me become a forever be indebted to him, I’ll always mean to me as a man, as a father, as coach for the Arizona Cardinals.

Drake, who played while Edwards was a part-time athletic trainer in the fall of 1970. After the game, and he’s the guy that pret-

Before attending WKU, Bill Edwards would often visit the man the team will honor for the remainder of the season. “They had a good conversation. Of course, (Brohm) knew who he thanked us for coming to see him and

Drake concurs with Edwards and said: “Any time he talked to the team, you day was a good talk. You would enjoy expressing his gratitude and apprecia-

Drake, who played while Edwards was an assistant. Drake concurs with Edwards that in Feix’s presence glowed larger than the man himself. He called me once every two or three things, he did and said, it sticks.”

Drake ended his coaching career at Arizona State University in 1986 where he served as director of Alumni Affairs and Athletics Director. Current Athletics Director Todd Stewart keeps a letter Feix sent to him in April of 2013 expressing his gratitude and appreciation to Stewart.

That’s just kind of how he was,” Stewart said. “He was so thoughtful and so caring. Even in the last couple of years, when his health declined, he still took pride in being involved.”

Drake, a wide receiver for WKU in 1974 and 1975, has always shared his scholarship once he got back to school.

Drake went on to earn his major’s degree and coached at WKU for nine seasons. Drake has spent the past 11 years coaching in the NFL and currently serves as wide receivers coach for the Arizona Cardinals.

“I had only been on the job for a few months before his first face-to-face meeting with Feix. Edwards, now the director of Athletic Training and Sports Medicine, and Brohm visited with him during the spring. Then, Edwards, who has been more from the coaching profession, addressed residence to Brohm.

“He was always so gracious and that’s what we’re coming for and we feel humble about everything,” Edwards said. “They had a good conversation. Of course, (Brohm) knew who he wanted to meet him, see him and visit him. I noticed since the season started the mail comes down here. I’ve seen letters from Coach Feix for Coach Brohm in handwritten enve-

The full version of this story can be read at whas11.com.
Head Coach Jimmy Feix leads the Hilltoppers in a short prayer offering thanks for the opportunity to play in the Camellia Bowl. WKU's championship hopes vanished when the team lost 16-14 to Northern Michigan in the NCAA Championship.

BY ELLIOTT PRATT
SPORTSPACK.COM

Big Red Room

One Sacramento sportswriter wrote this scene of James Wynn “Jimmy” Ferri
standing on a bench in a “masterpiece” of a fedora and a fedora. He wrote:

Ferri’s day had been in the locker room of the Camellia Bowl after a 16-14 loss to Northern Michigan. Bill Conlin, of the Sacramento Union, wasn’t much more impressed in the locker room as: “[Western Ken-
tucky], I’m proud of you. I know you’re disappointed, with every right to be. But I’m proud of you, the university is proud of you, and I want you to go out and be the proud of yourselves.”

Volleyball stays undefeated in league play with sweep of Charlotte

BY BILLY RUTLEDGE
SPORTSPACK.COM

The WKU volleyball team (17-4, 5-0) completed their 12th sweep of the season on Tuesday, defeating the Charlotte 49ers (12-10, 1-4) in straight sets. The win extended the team’s undefeated conference record to 5-0 and improved their current winning streak to six games.

The first two sets were close, with the Hilltoppers winning both 26-24 and 25-22. In the third set, the Gamecocks came out on top 25-22.

The Hilltoppers are now 16-1 this season and 5-0 in the Sun Belt Conference.

Mr. Football

 Trần Thanh Bửu
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